Dashboard Tools

Parameter Control: Breakdown for visualizations by variable: Race/Ethnicity, College, Student Category, or Student Level.

Filter: 16 filters housed within the parameter selected in the Breakdown. These will show relevant values about the population you are reviewing based only on the criteria you select.

Counts Graphs: Gender and Student Counts by Fall Term. Fall Term selection & Gender Counts are concordant.

Line & Bubble Graphs: Visualizations for customizable variables housed within variable selected in Parameter Control.

Filters: Select criteria within the object selected in Parameter Control by checking or unchecking boxes in dropdown.

Reset Filters: Click the X to set the filters back to “All”.

Student Counts by Fall Term: Click on the bars in the graph to select year(s).

Line Graph: Click on the lines in the graph to select variables within the object selected in Parameter Control.

Current Filters: Static. Lists the criteria you have selected for your visualization.

Highlighter: Values listed here will change based on the variable selected in Parameter Control.

Click on specific fields to hide/show on variables. Visualizations will change accordingly.

Additional Navigation
- Hover mouse over text to reveal full name of field when not viewable.
- Deselect selected graphic in the dashboard by clicking on the selected image again
- Ctrl+click to select multiple categories.
- Once an object in a graph, is selected, checking “keep only” or “exclude” will change numbers.